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Instructors

Instructors:

Normally each course uses two instructors.Â This adds value in two
ways.Â (1) The second instructor brings unique experience and
knowledge to the class room, and (2) Student attention span suffers
when a single instructor presents the entire course.Â When the
class is composed of fewer than 25 students Dr Doyle can serve as a
single instructor for all of the courses except CAM. - Title V
Monitoring.Â Doyle Engineering Inc can provide the coordination
with, and remuneration of all instructors for any course.

Brian Doyle, PhD

Dr. Doyle is a consulting engineer with 40 years experience in air
pollution control.Â He has supported Rutgers University air
pollution training since 1976.Â Initially this consisted of half
day lectures to bring real world experience to classes taught by
Rutgers faculty.Â In 1992 this occasional work expanded when Dr.
Doyle became responsible for the development and regular presentation
of a three day course titled Combustion Source Inspection.Â The
success of this course lead to the development and regular presentation
of three additional courses for the Rutgers Air Compliance
Center.Â In 2002, under subcontract to the EPA he wrote the
Student Manual and presentation slides for APTI 427 - Combustion Source
Evaluation.Â While the Rutgers Air Compliance Center, that has
provided administrative organization and support for four of these
courses, may cease operation at the end of fiscal 2007, Dr. Doyle
continues to be available to teach air pollution training
courses.Â Presentations by Dr. Doyle can be custom tailored to
student needs or can be substantially the same as it was when they were
offered through Rutgers.

Robert Machaver

Mr. Machaver is a consultant who specializes in emission monitoring and
data management systems.Â He developed the presentation slides for the
Emissions Calculations course and has been the supporting instructor
with Dr. Doyle for the Combustion Source Inspection course.

Gary Saunders, NC DNR

Mr. Saunders is an engineer with the State of North Carolina who
http://www.briandoylephd.com
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manages a variety of special projects.Â He has many years experience
inspecting and assessing the emissions performance of a wide variety of
industrial facilities.Â He has developed a variety of training courses and
presented them to numerous classes. Â He participates in these courses on his own time with the knowledge of his
employer and in venues where his participation is not viewed as a conflict of interest.

Chuck Solt

Mr Solt is a consulting engineer with experience in a variety of
industries.Â He is particularly familiar with engine/turbine
emission characteristics and with current permitting requirements for
power plants and industrial facilities.Â He has been the
supporting instructor with Dr. Doyle in teaching both the Combustion
Source Inspection and the NOx emissions courses.

http://www.lindhandassociates.com/Chuck.htmÂ
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